
YOU can start an online group! Here's what you need to know. 
1. HNW provides a weekly Life Group guide for you. Find it at HNW.org/ONLINE > Ministries > Adult Ministries.

2. A great time to begin a group is at the beginning of a new series, yet a group can begin at any time.

3. Google "Zoom Groups" and create a free account. This limits groups to 40-minute meetings. Groups often schedule two 

meetings back to back with a 5-minute break between for snacks, bathroom, etc.

4. Prepare for your first meeting. Determine a start date and time. Practice setting up a meeting. Define your purpose–

connect people, encourage people, engage Scripture, etc. Consider who you may invite to the group. During these changing 

times, you can provide a lifeline for those needing connection and/or relationship. Engage spiritual steps incrementally 

dependent on the group. Some groups may start with the full guide discussion, while others may need to build toward 

spiritual conversations. You could begin with a thought for the week, a quote of encouragement to discuss or a Scripture to 

introduce God’s care and goodness. Determine at what level to begin and start inviting.

5. Welcome everyone! Let people introduce themselves. Start with casual chat questions like "How was your week? How are 

kids, work, hobbies etc.?" Building relationships can and will develop in online groups. This will open the door for ministry 

and growth as the group spends time together.

6. Introduce the Life Group Guide. It is fine to expand questions, discussion, etc., beyond the guide, but following the guide is 

also a good tool and is designed to keep discussion focused on the weekly text and within a particular time range.

7. Walk through the guide. Give time for people to think, discuss or disagree. Discussion should be question-driven vs. lecture 

driven. Questions facilitate the discovery process and best help people learn. The best host listens and manages more than 

they talk and give information. Involve everyone with questions or asking someone to read.

We use Discovery Bible Study Method to help people learn how to engage and learn scripture: 

Have different people read the passage from differing versions. Listen for characters, actions and descriptives. 

Have someone retell the passage in their own words. Have the group fill in or correct details missed. 

Discuss the passage: 

● Did anything in this passage capture your attention? What and why? What did you like about this passage?

● Did anything bother you?

● What does this passage tell us about God?

● What does this passage tell us about Man?

● What does this passage tell us about living to please God?

● How can I be obedient to God’s word this week? ("I will..." statement)

Close with words of encouragement, with prayer, or with a challenge.  Share the date and time the group will meet again. 

Thank you all for attending.  Click end meeting. 


